BGF is an investment firm that provides growth capital of £2m - £10m to UK businesses with turnover of £5m - £100m.

Who we are.

Funding for growth and equity release

Investment of £2m– £10m for a minority stake

Long-term and patient capital, no forced exit

Access to huge network and support

Fast and focused investment process
Growth Capital: Long term equity funding that allows a business to accelerate its expansion, manage the risks of growth in a sustainable way, keep control, and work in partnership with an investor to build shareholder value.

Typical uses for growth capital:
- Hiring people
- Investing in systems
- Supporting an export drive
- Buying new plant and machinery
- Funding an acquisition
- New store roll-out
- Strengthening the balance sheet
- Cash to de-risk/realign existing shareholders
BGF has re-launched the UK growth capital industry

How we are doing.

Invested over £300m in more than 50 businesses since October 2011

Introduced 43 highly experienced non-executive directors and chairman

 Recruited 50 experienced investment professionals and opened 7 offices across the UK

Established a strong pipeline

Building an exclusive club of successful entrepreneurs
Our investments so far.
Our investments so far.
Working alongside the banks, BGF provides growth capital in a way that meets companies’ needs.

What we can offer.

- Investment of £2m-£10m
- Equity stake of up to 40%
- Flexible structures – equity / loan notes
- No closed fund pressures
- Fair legal approach
- Fast and focused investment process
- More than money

- Cash-in: to support long term growth
- Cash-out: for existing shareholders
- Always a minority partner – you retain control
- Meets the needs of the company and shareholder
- Patient capital. No drag rights, no forced exit
- Less onerous investor legal protections
- Minimises disruption and fees
- Access to impressive network and support
In summary

Why BGF?

Filling a structural funding gap with a flexible and management focussed solution

More than 50 entrepreneurs have chosen us to date

The team, capital and connections to help you